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SCAPE AND CONTENT

Literary achievements of Georgia Payne Pinkston. Collection includes books, poems, newspaper clippings and journals.

**BOX** | **FOLDER** | **DESCRIPTION**
---|---|---
001 | 001 | Forever Peter Pan 1914-1924
     |     | Forever Peter Pan original version.
     |     | Vantage Point.
     |     | Tying it all Together.
     |     | Biography of Georgia Payne Pinkston.
     |     | “Columns, Columns, Columns”
     |     | “This an That”
002 |     | “My on-going Journal” by Georgia Pinkston.
003 |     | “Poems for the Nineties, Written in my Eighties”
004 |     | “A Baker’s Dozen”.
005 |     | “Rage in Mossy Bayou”
006 |     | Various newspaper clippings in binder.